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Create a logo for
your business

Your logo is a visual representation of your business.
You can use design elements to make the look reflect
the feel of your company. Read on for tips and tricks!

SHAPE
COLOUR

If using a graphic, you are looking for a simple shape
to reflect the feel of your business. Try not to obviously
incorporate the shape into words - this is too simple
and could look cliché. Unless you have a clever idea
using negative space or simple lines to make it look like
something else. The FedEx logo is a great example of
clever design using negative space!

Keep the colour palette simple - 3 colours
max. Look for colours that reflect the feel of
your business eg. a natural / organic business
could use tones of browns, blues or greens.
Insider info: I got inspired for my logo by a Robert
Harris coffee packet that was natural brown with
bight blue writing, and it had a mint green rubber
band around it!

BRANDING
When creating your logo, it is a great idea to create a
style guide to go with it. Decide on what font family will
go best with your logo, and always use that font in your
corporate designs (quotes, invoices, price sheets etc),
for a professional look and for consistency.

IMPORTANT!

The colours you decided for your logo will be part
of your business style guide too.

Whether designing your files, or getting them designed for
you - always keep the original files! This is so important.
You ideally need a vector logo, especially when providing the
logo for large print formats eg. car or large signage.
Always use a PNG saved with a transparent background when
sending your logo to people - this means if it gets placed on a
coloured background, there won’t be a white box around it.
Once your files are signed off, get all versions of it and save
it in a safe place for easy access.
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